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In November 2011, an IC4 train passed a stop-signal by 651 meters while trying to break. Investigations concluded it was “slippery tracks”. An investigation into risk factors for what causes a train to block the wheels while braking was initiated. This resulted in 30 monitored train rides from Copenhagen to Aarhus in the autumn of 2012. GPS position, speed, braking, and braking power were recorded. They were combined with a variety of both meteorological data and track characteristics. These explanatory variables were included in a risk factor study of the risk of a wheel-block resulting in a proof of concept.
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Introduction
On November 7th 2011, an IC4 train owned by the Danish state railroad company, DSB, passed a stop-signal by 651 meters while trying to break. Under normal conditions the train should come to a halt after about 1 km. However, the train spent approximately 2.8 km braking before coming to a halt, only 374 meters behind a freight train which was in front of it. The event caused a series of investigations on the efficiency of the IC4 braking systems. A few issues with the braking system were pointed out during the investigations. These have later been corrected. However, it is important to note, that none of these issues could explain such a large overshoot, neither by themselves, nor in combination. Indeed the main conclusion was that the brakes worked as specified.

It was therefore agreed to run an investigation on reasons and possible causes of what is known as “low adhesion” or more popularly “slippery tracks”. Hence an investigation into risk factors for what causes the train to block the wheels while braking was launched. Also, which differences might exist between the newer IC4 and the older IC3 train types?

Materials
This resulted in 30 monitored train rides from Copenhagen to Aarhus in the autumn period of 2012, where leaves tend to fall onto the tracks and cause slippery conditions under the influence of certain types of weather. Sensors recorded the train ride characteristics such as GPS position, speed, braking, and braking power. These data were combined with a variety of meteorological data from the Danish Meteorological Institute: temperature, dew point, wind speed, wind direction, turbulence, precipitation and solar radiation. Track characteristics were extracted from the track database over the Danish railroad system by the Danish infrastructure manager: Rail-net Denmark. This included variables such as size and kind of surrounding vegetation, information on slopes, curvature, elevations and recesses.

Methods
The first important task was to verify the quality of the data. The train logs and the meteorological data were indexed by time. The track data were indexed by distance to Copenhagen Central Station. The train logs turned out to have erroneous data and/or drop-outs in many cases. It was chosen to concentrate on those train logs which had more or less complete data. Even then the data could have errors most often as sudden “jumps” in the time stamps. These jumps – usually of an hour - were carefully checked and data was adjusted back to the expected to form by visual inspection. For the track data the variables above were entered into the analysis. For the meteorological data the data were supplemented with accumulated values over the previous 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 24 hours. Finally a leaf index was constructed which took into account the amount of nearby vegetation and also the wind direction.
The final modelling of the wheel-block indicator in a risk factor study was done by means of a logistic regression with the possibility of including all the above mentioned explanatory variables. The model was reduced by means of the Akaike Information Criterion.

Figure: Smoothed risk-map for blocked wheel conditions. Left: Sealand, middle: Funen, right: Jutland.

**Results, discussion and conclusion**

Applications of the developed model included the construction of maps of blocking flag risks from Copenhagen to Aarhus, comparisons between IC3 and IC4 trains, and studies of the original Marslev incident.

In conclusion the probability of initiating a wheel-block was clearly affected by slippery tracks and showed it was possible to compute a risk index. One of the factors that contributed to track slipperiness in the trial period was leaf juice as indicated by the strong significance of the leaf fall index. Other variables such as weather variables and track and train characteristics and interactions between these were also of importance.

The investigation pointed towards problems with the quality of the data. The number of GPS positions relative to the number of data points was rather low and constituted a problem. Since position was based on GPS data, position, and thus track characteristics, vegetation and meteorological data were subject to uncertainty due to imprecise alignment. This lowered the validity of the study results. Furthermore, the speed profiles were faulty to some extent because of “jumps” in the time stamps. While we do not believe this plays a role, we cannot say for sure. A large amount of missing data or drop-outs also added to the picture of a deficient data base. Finally, data were collected on a rather limited number of days. In fact, the applied data were from only 11 different days thus limiting the possibility for generalizing the results – especially outside the leaf fall period.

We could not conclude that the IC3 and IC4 trains behaved differently, even though there was evidence that they had different probabilities of initiating wheel-blocks.

The model gave proof of concept. In principle it illustrated the possibility for further development, one of the perspectives being an early warning system for the train traffic. Of course this means resolving and streamlining problems with data issues.
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